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Abstract: This paper studies the research-based learning teaching model in the university physical teaching based on local fractal theory. The Research-based learning teaching model is innovative and has been extensively applied in the course teaching of universities and middle schools at home and abroad. From the correlation theory in characteristics of university teaching and research-based teaching model, we can see that it is necessary and feasible to apply this new model in university teaching. This is also proved by the tentative application in the course Network Marketing. The only way to cultivate more excellent for the social is usefulness of talent.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The 21st century is a knowledge-economic era characteristic of creativity and application of knowledge, and frequency of creativity and application of knowledge is constantly quickened, updating period of knowledge is shorten. In order to update one's own knowledge constantly to keep pace with drastic change and competition in the society, it is very important to possess the ability of "being able to work learn and research". Effective means of cultivating this consciousness and ability is project-based learning. Project-based learning means that students choose and determine project to research from nature social and livelihood with teachers guide, and drivingly procure knowledge, apply knowledge and solve concrete problem. This learning method has three major functions: cultivating open individuality and an insight into future, activating inquiring interesting and creative consciousness and shaping down-to-earth spirit and operating ability. Project-based learning is not only the call of times but also the necessary historic certainty. As an important means and carrier in educating students' creative consciousness and practical ability, project-based learning is undoubtedly a hot spot, a difficult point and a sparking point in basic education reforming. The author thinks that we should also appreciate Project-based learning in high-education that is the base of person-training.

Project-based learning is opposite to acceptance-based learning. As far as development for man is concerned, the both are necessary, and they complement each other and happen at the same time during the concrete activity of man which is defined by the theory.

Because they excessively depended on acceptance-based learning in the past, so the students can not great but only accept, which means shortage of capacity for individuality and losing power that progress depends on for country, especially the students who are fostered in Chinese traditional education should appreciate project-based learning. Research study teaching model mainly refers to students in real-life situations in the open, through experience and learning to solve problems conscious, under the guidance of teachers, and identify research topics selected from the study of life or social life, personal or cooperative group study conducted in a manner, the initiative to acquire knowledge, apply knowledge to solve problems. Research–based learning, also called inquiry learning, is brought up by Professor Schwab [1] in 1950s in “education of the model movement”. He believes that the learning process of students and research scientists in the process is essentially the same. Therefore, students should like scientists to discover the identity of the owner to solve problems, and to acquire knowledge and develop skills in the course of the study, training capacity [2].

In the past ten years, Local fractional calculus [3, 4] has been widely applied to many fields such as mathematics, image processing and signal processing etc. Some authors have given many definitions of local fractional derivatives and local fractional integrals (also called fractal calculus) [5]. Hereby we rewrite the following local fractional derivative which is given by [6].

The traditional teacher-cantered teaching mode is not in favour of training students' independence and creativity. Popularizing the research study and having research-studying curriculums are just catering to the need of training creative person with ability.

The research study is that students directed under teachers choose and establish research themes, take research activities by themselves, synthesize what they have grasped to get new knowledge, train the ability of analysing and solving problems and of creativity. As a new kind of study mode, the research study has characters, such as independence, open-
Research study and research study teaching are always resorting to information technique. The function and practice of information technique during the course of research study activities are expounded in this paper. The Vocation character, the student character and other things must be known during the course of research study activities in the high-level vocation school, so this paper expounds the education character and education object in the high-level vocation school education, paves the way for how to take research study activities by students in the high-level vocation school.

Through research study activity practice in physical teaching along with author’s teaching experience in more than ten years, the paper expounds many kinds of ways and means applied in physical teaching, such as physics class, physical demonstrated experiment, student experiment, and experiment after school and so on. At the same time this paper expounds in detail the practice course in the research study activity directed by author in physical teaching.

This paper expounds demands for teachers in research study activity in brief, problems that need to be paid attention to and corresponding measures for them. The research goal of this paper is to explore what research study styles fit students in the high-level vocation school, taking research methods through theory research along with teaching practice. According to the demands of research study, a lot of teaching practices of research study are taken, physics research study activities for students in the high-level vocation school are designed alone and performed, the things mentioned is helpful and used for reference for research study activities taken in the high-level vocation school [7].

2. THE ORIGIN OF THE RESEARCH STUDY

in a psychological sense of security with a better learning environment [9, 10].

Constructivist learning theory is that knowledge is not taught by teachers get, but learners that under certain situations the social and cultural background, with other people (including teachers and learning partners) to help with the necessary learning materials, through the construction of meaning way to obtain. Because learning is that social and cultural backgrounds certain situations, with the help of others sense that through collaborative activities interpersonal achieved construction process, so constructivist learning theory that "situation", "collaboration", "session" and "construction of meaning" is the four elements of the learning environment. Constructivism advocated under the guidance of teachers, learner-centred learning. Students are the subject of information processing is active construction of meaning, rather than passive recipients of external stimuli and infused objects.

With the coming of information age, information technologies signed as multimedia and network has offered the essential realization means for the learning by inquiry. The information technology is means to gathering, processing, storing, exchanging, technology using and system of the method to the information. Information can satisfy the needs of learning by inquiry fully, because it has such characteristics as a great deal information resources, synchronism asynchronous exchange way, quick feedback and etc.

Through learning history and analysing current situation, the writer realizes that learning by inquiry is an educational development theme of our times. Information technology can provide cogent help for the students on finding problem, collecting information, dealing with information, using information, mutual aiding and etc. It also can provide help for the teachers on guiding students effectively, encouraging students the interest of study, encouraging students to study and participating in student's evaluation in their study course. But the discussion in the theory aspect is relatively more in existing research quality of learning by inquiry, while the discussion aspect on operating is fewer, especially fewer on the actual operation problem occurs when the primary and middle school teacher is teaching. Although the importance of information technology during learning by inquiry has been certain understood, it is seldom referred how to use and what the result is. In the course of learning by inquiry, student should grasp the technical ability of the information expertly instead of the application enthusiasm of the information technology. The teacher should change one's own
concept constantly, meet new change of new study way at the educational theory and teaching behaviour and improve one's own information technology training constantly; School and responsible educational administrative department should offer essential hardware environment and software environment for the developments of the new study way. Teachers and students' rate should be reduced. It should be changed to appraise the system. The resource construction of teaching should be concerned. The teacher's information training should be improved.

3. NECESSITY AND FEASIBILITY OF RESEARCH STUDY TEACHING MODEL IN UNIVERSITY PHYSICAL CULTURE TEACHING

The research study teaching model for converting university teaching philosophy, and improve the teaching system and promote the reform of university teaching, promoting the employment of university students and others have practical significance. Out of the many colleges and universities to explore the application model also proved that the research study teaching model in the ascendant, in practical application in line with the characteristics of university teaching, in line with the basic ideas of teaching reform, adapt to the development direction of university teaching. Currently, the research study has become an international education sector generally respected and implemented a teaching model, teaching in primary schools, secondary schools, universities and all disciplines at all stages of the course are to a certain degree of promotion. Since 1983, the University of Texas at Austin, the two MBA students organized the first business plan competition since the United States has so far include Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Stanford University and other world-class universities, including more than 20 universities in organizing this event every year.

Statistics show that 50 of America's most outstanding high-tech companies, 46% is from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's business plan competition. Tsinghua University in China in 1999 held the first "Challenge Cup" Chinese university student entrepreneurship competition held successive successful universities in the country launched an innovative, entrepreneurial boom. Ministry of Education in January 2000 promulgated the "full-time ordinary high school lesson plans (experiments revised)" first time "research study" as an important part of "comprehensive practical activities" to be included. 2001 revised the "ordinary high school" research study "Implementation Guide (Trial)", in high school education stage vigorously research study. In university education, colleges and universities currently popular "Entrepreneurship Competition" is one typical application type research study teaching model.

Many university education expertise comes from practice, but the pace of development practice far more than theoretical research, teaching teachers often have to supplement textbook knowledge to enrich the teaching content outside the student in the learning process is often on real life asks the phenomenon, the entire teaching system itself is in a stage of exploration. Research study emphasizes practical teaching model, openness and autonomy and so very helpful in improving the education system in university teaching. Since the reform of the education system lags behind economic development, leading to train university personnel and business demand for talent disconnect occurs. In recent years, enrolment in colleges and universities on the one hand, on the other hand is difficult for enterprises to procure the right people, the employment rate of college several years of decline, the employment of college students fail every year. Of course, leading talent market supply and demand is not caused by one factor, but in college teaching problem is an important aspect. Throughout our many professional colleges to open e-commerce, both in the teaching process, there are many problems, such as teachers' own lack of practical management experience in network marketing, how to develop students' practical abilities powerless; improper teaching methods organizations cannot achieve teaching objectives; curriculum obsolete, lack of innovation, curriculum structure is irrational; teaching philosophy behind teacher-centred and "cramming" Teaching is still a dominant position, the lack of advanced teaching model. Research study in the application of teaching model helps to change this situation [12].

4. THE CONTENT OF THE RESEARCH STUDY TEACHING MODEL AND FRACTAL ALGORITHM

Research study teaching model is to student-centred teaching, creating a problem situation. Students learning enthusiasm, initiative often filled with questions and problems from the situation. Creation of problem situations, that is, between teaching content and student knowledge psychological create a "mismatch", the students and the issues related to the introduction of a situational process. Through the creation of problem situations so that students clear research objectives, and have a strong desire to study and give thought to power.

Design problem situations when certain issues should reflect the challenging, fun, openness and practicality. Independent study refers to each student based on their own experience, their own way of thinking freely and openly to study the problem and find the problem. Because students learn in the process is an active process of constructing knowledge, rather than passively accepting external stimuli. Based on existing knowledge and experience of students, are based on new knowledge and information processing, comprehension, thereby constructing new knowledge from the network level. Teachers can not replace the student's own thinking, and only through independent thinking [13], independent study, learning in the process of research into knowledge, in order to enable them to experience the joy of acquiring knowledge, thereby enhancing students' self-awareness, spiritual and research students creativity. Cooperation and exchange is the basis of individual students in independent study, so that students in small groups or classes within the scope of collective thinking to fully demonstrate their methods and procedures, mutual discussion and analysis, knowledge of the law and reveal the solution to the problem, ways. Society in cooperation and exchange with each other is to help achieve learning complement and enhance the sense of cooperation, improve communication skills [14].

Research study is a new way of learning, which broke the previous classroom-centred, textbook-centred, teacher-
The local fractional algorithm can be expressed as following [13]:

\[ J_{a}^{+}\{f(t)\} = \lim_{\Delta f \to 0} \frac{1}{\Delta f} \int_{t-a}^{t} f(x) dx \]

for \(0 < a < 1\) where \(f(t)=f(x)\) is defined on the real line \(-\infty < x < \infty\), its local fractional integral of \(f(x)\) defined by Eq.3.

\[ J_{a}^{+}\{f(t)\} = \frac{1}{\Gamma(1-a)} \int_{-\infty}^{t} \frac{f(x) dx}{(t-x)^{a}} \]

\[ J_{a}^{-}\{f(t)\} = \frac{1}{\Gamma(1-a)} \int_{t}^{\infty} \frac{f(x) dx}{(x-t)^{a}} \]

The local fractional Hilbert transform, denoted by \( H_{a}^{-}\{f(t)\} \), defined by Eq.4.

\[ H_{a}^{-}\{f(t)\} = \frac{1}{\Gamma(1-a)} \int_{t}^{\infty} \frac{f(x) dx}{(x-t)^{a}} \]

Where \( f(x)\) is red and the integral is treated as a Cauchy principal value, that is.

\[ H_{a}^{-}\{f(t)\} = \frac{1}{\Gamma(1-a)} \int_{t}^{\infty} f(x) \frac{dx}{(x-t)^{a}} \]

If \( f(x)\) is defined on the real line \(-\infty < x < \infty\), its local fractional Hilbert transform, denoted by \( f_{a}^{-}\{f(x)\} \), is defined by Eq.5.

\[ f_{a}^{-}\{f(x)\} = \frac{1}{\Gamma(1-a)} \int_{t}^{\infty} f(x) \frac{dx}{(x-t)^{a}} \]

The Research-Based Learning Teaching Model

The Research-Based Learning Teaching Model is a new learning and teaching method. It is based on the theory of traditional teaching and learning. The purpose of the research study is to provide a comprehensive guide for students to carry out research activities. At the end of the learning, teachers should help students to understand the purpose and significance of learning, as well as a summary of the results of the study and the promotes of the learning. Teachers can use multimedia to show some of the results of the research study, in order to stimulate students’ interest in learning, but also told the students the taste of learning, so they can not adapt quickly, they can not clear the role of students in independent study, and taxes are different by students. Teachers can conduct research in guiding the learning process, as well as provide resources for students to plan arrangements for this form of learning. Teachers should help students to analyse the purpose and significance of learning, as well as a summary of the results of the study and the promotes of the learning.
consumer awareness and consumption of network capacity, network marketing business demand for talent has increased dramatically; Jobs became one of the most popular websites in many professional, but also found that recruitment companies to network marketing professionals in terms of professional quality is difficult to meet the needs of enterprises, universities also found that the old teaching philosophy and teaching methods no longer meet urgent social reform and development, and professional courses.

In this model, teachers should not only teach students basic knowledge of marketing theory, but also to develop students' thinking ability and practical ability. Schools should be oriented to the needs of students, according to student demand for professional, to take student satisfaction teaching methods to improve teaching conditions, innovative teaching model, and students to strengthen two-way communication. Specific to the classroom, the teacher must first consider how students learn, in-depth study of the psychological characteristics and thinking law students, the creation of autonomous learning environment, stimulate students' motivation to learn, grasp this opportunity to optimally promote independent learning. For example, the creation of an objective to explore scenarios, are including a variety of experimental conditions, intuitive situations, such as natural context and social context. You can also create mental scenarios, including a variety of problem situations and so on. Teachers need to study the characteristics of students, to find the best combination of old and new knowledge, setting the problem situation, to promote the rapid assimilation of new knowledge on existing knowledge structure, comprehensive observation and hands-on training with capable people.

The computer network experiment is to develop student's ability to observe, an important part of ability and experimental skills. In experiments on experimental teaching content and schedule, is to try to synchronize content with theoretical lessons so that students in a timely manner to consolidate the theoretical knowledge learned in the classroom, so that theory and practice closely. Emphasis on school-enterprise cooperation, at the start of the course, the students of the course to enterprise awareness training, a number of companies on the internet network marketing strategies preliminary analysis; secondly, at the end of the course to enterprise summative practice. Teachers should be based on the teaching material goals, looking closely associated with the teaching content can stimulate students' interest, the creation of a specific situation, the students were asked to study the field, to guide students to discover and explore the issues raised need to fully mobilize students to learn autonomy. Only carry out the practice of teachers and students as the centre of philosophy of education, improve the practical teaching system, in order to truly meet the needs of the community to cultivate talent.

CONCLUSION

The talent standard of business need is changing, with the development of economy and changes of market environment. As a community college professional training as the main front in the teaching model and teaching concepts must advance with the times, according to market demand, changes in the environment to make adjustments, effective and timely introduction of advanced educational concepts and practices and advanced teaching. The only way to cultivate more excellent for the social is usefulness of talent.
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